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We walk into the future, with strong steps 



ABOUT US 

As the Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu who spoke before centuries, said, “A road of thousands of 
kilometres starts  with a single step…” The long-lasting journey of Miller Holding started with the 
founder; Muhsin Turhan Mildon’s  “single step” in 1967. The day that “single step” was taken, had 

turned it into thousands of steps in years which in  return formed a powerful organisation that has 
now an added value as being part of 13 brands. 

 
Located in Çanakkale and Istanbul, the Miller Holding now consists of; Miller Auto, Miller Food, 
Miller Energy, Miller  Fleet Shipping, Mirror Maritime, Miller CTC, Miller Construction, Miller 

Investment, Miller Foreign Trade, MTG Co.,  DM Investment Construction, Miller Premium Cars, Miller 
Car Rental and Miller Trans, now the Miller Holding  continues to make new journeys with its brands 
which are each leaders in the sector. 

 
Miller Holding carries forwards its vision of “quality, trust and prestige” in every sector it operates 
by working in the  fields of automotive, energy, construction, food, retailing, foreign trade and 

aviation. 

 
OUR BASIC PRINCIPLES 
Miller holding approves the basic principles of having a strong infrastructure, being an expert in the 
field,  involving of a dynamic team and competitive management of high quality to each of its 

sectors that is included  in the forms of its products. At the same time, Miller Holding holds its 
traditions by serving the economy of Turkey  through innovation and development. 

 
OUR GOAL 
Miller Holding carries out its products and services on a quality basis, is also open to foreign 
markets with a  strategy focused on sustainable growth and aims to continue its path as a 

global actor from now on. 

 
OUR OVERVIEW 
Miller Holding cares for the coordination of its management objectives with the interests of the 
country and the  society. It achieves the obligations of consciousness of social and social duties in 

order to create a sustainable future. 



Miller Holding serves in a wide range of fleets from automotive food, maritime to construction, 
energy and  foreign trade with Miller Auto, Miller Food, Miller Energy, Miller Fleet Shipping, Mirror 
Maritime, Miller CTC,  Miller Construction, Miller Investment, Miller Foreign Trade, MTG Co., DM 

Investment Construction, Miller  Premium Cars, Miller Car Rental and Miller Trans companies 
operating. 

 
Miller Auto: Miller Auto started its accomplishments in 1967 in the Çanakkale region with car 
sales and spare  parts services. Miller Auto has now developed and grew with time and left 30 years 

behind in the automotive  sector and now continues its way with the sales of upper segment 
vehicles in its integrated facilities with  Miller Premium Cars brand and its 4,000 m2 closed area. 

 
Miller Energy: Miller Energy first developed the gas station operations in 1975 in Istanbul and 

Çanakkale; it  now serves Lukoil as the largest retailer in the trading of Turkey. 

 
Miller & Fleet Shipping: Miller & Fleet Shipping, which entered the maritime sector with its 

2,650 DWT M/V  Turhan Mildon dry bulk carrier ship in 2006, provides international transportation, 
brokerage and chartering  services. The second vessel to join the fleet in 2008 is at a capacity of 

3,500 DWT and is carrying M/V M.  Turhan Mildon name. In 2011, the “Leader Çanakkale” at 7,000 
DWT capacity was introduced, and in 2014, at  a capacity of 10,000 DWT, the “Diamond Çanakkale” 
ship began serving the world’s seas. 

 
Miller Car Rental: Established in 2002, the Miller Car Rental carries out long-term and 
daily car rental  operations. Miller Car Rental offers VIP transfers and car rental services at 

the same time. 

 
Miller Food: The Miller Holding is operating restaurants and markets in its own rights. 

 
Miller Construction: Miller Construction has entered the construction sector by introducing 
Çanakkale with  its residence life in 2012, is giving direction to the housing sector in Çanakkale and 

Istanbul with its unique  and prestigious brand projects. 

 
Miller CTC: In Turkey, North America and works in West Africa, conducts of trading activities and 
consultancy  Miller CTC draws attention to successful projects that hold the Miller signature. 

 
DM: The company successfully represents the Turkish construction industry in government 
investments  related to international construction projects, especially in Africa where projects, 

engineering and  construction are operated. 
 

Milvest Group: In West Africa, conducts of contracting activities. Milvest Group targets to 
deliver landmark projects in line Miller signature. 

BRANDS 





OUR FOUNDER 
M. Turhan Mildon 

In 1921, the Mildon family emigrated to  
Gelibolu from the Melidoni town of Crete.  
They did not yet know that they were now  
bound to those lands with firm bonds  
when they took their first steps to  
Gallipoli. Çanakkale has not only opened  
its doors to Mildon's family, it has become  
the focal point of unlimited country love  
and successful working life. 
 
The commercial life of this great family is  
aged the same with the Republic, the  
father Muhsin Turhan Mildon founded  
Miller Auto Trade and Industry AŞ in 1967  
and he turned the spark into a giant torch  
illuminating Mildon Holding today. With  his 
untiring effort and energy given in  every 
work he has done, Muhsin Turhan  Mildon 
has always put being "human" to  the fore, 
with visionary perspective has  always 
believed in Turkey. 
 
Muhsin Turhan Mildon's most important  
advice given to his children was "to help  
people, to share your income, to keep  
claim and care in your state and your  
nation!" Always trying to grow the  
productive projects and not forgetting the  
social benefits while doing so. 
 
Muhsin Turhan Mildon, a complete sea  
enthusiast, anchored in the dairy harbor  
water where both business life and  
political life came place, and many times  
he struggled in the stormy seas. But no  
matter what, he never thought to give up!  
His stable and confident attitude has  
always been his most important guide. 
 
Miller Holding, which continues to grow in  
line with the principles of Muhsin Turhan  
Mildon with the hundreds of employees  
today, will continue to pursue its work  
depending on his principles. 
 
We memorialise with great respect and  
longing… 



We walk 
into the future,  
with strong 
steps 





Mert Mildon 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 



Established in 1967, our Holding, which has been  

leading the sector in which it’s based and it’s 

experience  of exceeding half a century, has 

reached a position  where the vast business 

volume and dynamic cadres  grow with power and 

exceed borders. Our Holding, now  acting with a 

global vision, has the power to prove itself  in 

new markets from now on. 

 
In every sector, especially in the fields of 

automotive,  energy, maritime, construction, 

foreign trade and food,  we are committed to 

working in a safe and  environmentally sensitive 

manner, respecting collective,  respectful, lawful 

and moral principles. 

 
As Miller Holding, we have always supported 

cultural  and artistic activities and sports 

activities. With the  Turhan Mildon Water Sports 

Tournament that we  organised, we are hosting 

sportsmen from all over the  world. Miller Sports 

Club continues to contribute to the  growth of 

new generation athletes. With Turhan Mildon  

Culture Centre, we brought a new breath to the 

culture  and art life of Çanakkale. We are aware 

that we serve the  bright future of the potential 

with our sustainable  corporate social 

responsibility projects. 

 
Even the smallest success is too big to be the 

work of  one person. I would like to thank 

everyone who  contributed to Miller Holding, 

especially my colleagues  who did not leave us 

alone on this successful journey. 

Mert Mildon 
Chairman of the Board of 
Directors 

THE PRESIDENTS MESSAGE 



Mert Mildon 
Chairman of the Board of Directors Turhan Mildon 

CEO 



Globalisation is one of the most important targets 

for the international companies. In a growing 

world of businesses everyday thousands of 

opportunities are occurring and someone are 

following them. If a company wants to be 

globalised must follow the rules of the new 

economic era. Our aim, as the third generation of 

our company is to strength the roots of the 

growing and becoming more globalised. Africa is 

on our scoop for long years. World is not aware 

enough of the cultural, social, natural and 

economical richness of Africa. We are developing 

our projects according to strong history and clear 

future of Africa. 

 

With recent and upcoming projects, Miller Holding 

feels responsible for the cultural, social and 

economical environments. For that reason we will 

be always supporting all the events and activities 

which will be useful for the people. We believe 

that if we develop people, we develop the 

society.  

Turhan Mildon 
CEO 

THE CEO’S MESSAGE 





MISSION AND VISION 

OUR VALUES 

Be primitive, honest and 
apparent 

OUR MISSION 

The investments to be made by a management approach based on social 

benefits  also contribute to Turkey. 

OUR VISION 

Working passionately to become a leading player in every sector in which we operate, 

moving  forward enthusiastically towards becoming a global brand. 





We walk 
into the future, with 

strong steps 





OUR BRANDS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DM YA 



LUXURY DRIVING ENJOYMENT: 
PREMIUM CARS 



MILLER AUTO 

Miller Holding has been operating in the automotive sector since 1976, which can be 

described as the  Holding's "first love". Miller Auto, which has been a leader in Çanakkale 

for a long time in both  passenger and commercial vehicles segment, has gathered a 

province in Çanakkale by directing its  sector experience to new fields. Miller Auto, which 

introduced Çanakkale to upper segment vehicle  sales, is proud of being the first and only 

in this area with "Miller Premium Cars" brand. 

 
Miller Premium Cars carries out its sales in modern and technological facilities operating on 

a total area  of 12.000 square meters with 4000 square meters closed area, providing 

unconditional customer  satisfaction by fulfilling customer approval at the highest point in 

sales and after sales operations. 

 
Miller Premium Cars combines luxurious driving pleasure with "family-friendly" customers, 

the first and  only address of expensive pleasures in Çanakkale... 



WE GET  
OUR POWER 
FROM OUR ENERGY 



Miller Holding's fastest and most effective growth brand Miller Energy, serves a total of 10 

facilities  in Istanbul and Çanakkale. Miller Energy, which has grown up by combining its 

experience in the  field of fuel with Lukoil, has added strength to its power stations in 

Istanbul after Çanakkale. 

 
Designed with road safety and customer satisfaction on the front panel and 

environmentally  sensitive facilities, safe environment is at the service of fuel stations. 

Located in the premises of  Miller Energy, the cafes, restaurants and natural children's 

parks are always preferred due to its  customer satisfaction and the friendly working staff. 

 
Miller Energy is professional in the fuel supplies of both public and private sector 

institutional  structures, which maintains quality service on land and at sea for 7 days and 

24 hours. 

 
Drawing attention with its accomplishments abroad, Miller Energy is also making various  

international investments in West Africa. Miller Energy continues to work in the fields of 

fuel,  renewable energy and electricity generation in West Africa. 

MILLER ENERGY 









Healthy and natural  
tastes address 

‘‘Nar Gurme’ 



 
MILLER FOOD 

While enjoying different tastes, healthy eating is one of the lifestyle changes that has 

attracted  considerable attention in recent years... Miller Food’s special-concept 

restaurants offer distinguished  examples of both Turkish and world cuisine to its guests, 

making pleasurable minutes of distinct  flavours. 

 
Miller Food’s 24-hour food markets serve with quality, fresh and reliable products. The 

fresh, natural  and forgotten tastes that you can find in the local delicacies that sell local 

and organic certified  products bring your meals with healthy choices. 

 
Miller Food continues to be one of the defining brands of the food industry with being 

served in  restaurants and markets. 



STRENGTHENING  
LIFESTYLE STANDARDS  
WITH HIGH STRUCTURES 



MILLER CONSTRUCTION 

Attracting attention with its products that add value to living spaces, Miller 

Construction has  introduced a new lifestyle to the region with its high-quality housing 

projects built in  Çanakkale in 2012. 

 
Miller Construction combines architectural projects bearing the traces of historical 

texture  and natural richness unique to Çanakkale with its distinctive style, 

comfortable design and  smart technology, is signing work on a fine line. Miller 

Construction, who has a long history of  projects that make a difference with its 

spacious living spaces and environmentally friendly  materials, has always been 

building structures that take the forefront of safety. 

 
Miller Construction as the owner of technology and design meeting points leaves the  

privileged world's doors for new owners with perfect workmanship and quality 

materials. 

 
Miller Construction aims to be an architect of "buildings that raise the standard of 

living" in  the projects to be realised in Çanakkale and Istanbul. From now on, Miller 

Construction will  mark the works that will push the climax with high quality projects 

and comfortable living  spaces. 



COMFORT BELONGS TO YOU  
WHILST RESPONSIBILITY  
BELONGS TO US 



MILLER CAR RENTAL 

Miller Holding has made ambitious moves in the area of car rental, which has captivated great 

interest in  recent years; Miller Car Rental has got the chance to reflect its accumulation in the 

automotive sector.  Miller Car Rental, serviced by 7/24 uninterrupted customer services with 

well-maintained and comfortable  vehicles, is in an unbeatable position in the daily and 

operational car hire field. 

Adopting an institutional, reliable and fast service policy, Miller Car Rental provides both 

institutional and  individual solutions and services in the fields of tourism transport, transfers and 

daily rentals with a wide  vehicle fleet that houses the latest vehicles from every class. 

Miller Car Rental gives importance to the comfort, luxury and safety of the people it serves with 

an  understanding that gives priority to customer satisfaction and approaches to car rental service 

with a  professional perspective. 



YOU ARE SAFE WITH US IN  
OPEN SEAS 



MILLER FLAMA SHIPPING 

Miller Holding provides international transportation, brokerage and chartering services in 
the  maritime sector with Miller & Fleet Shipping. 

 
M/V Turhan Mildon is the name of the dry cargo ship with 2.650 DWT capacity was the 

company's  first ship. The company, which achieved rapid success in its transportation 

activities, added M/V  M.Turhan Mildon's ship at its 3,500 DWT capacity, the second vessel 

in 2008, to its fleet; In 2011,  Çanakkale Ayna Denizcilik AŞ started to provide service more 

effectively in the world seas with the  participation of "Leader Çanakkale", which has 7000 

DWT capacity that was taken in operation.  With the addition of Diamond Canakkale in 

2014, which is the company's 4th vessel, with a  capacity of 10,000 DWT, the company has 

revealed its difference in the world seas. The Chartering  department serves bulk and dry 

cargo transport in the Mediterranean, Black Sea, West Africa and  Northern Europe. 

 
Miller Fleet & Marine is a trading partner that you can trust in the international waters, 

providing  customer focused solutions with its expert staff, who act with the principle of 

"high quality,  reasonable price, reliable transportation". Miller & Fleet Shipping aims to be 

a pioneer in the  world’s seas with its trust-based service are the indispensable address of 

safe cargo operations. 





 
LEADER ÇANAKKALE 

 
DIAMOND ÇANAKKALE 

 
M. TURHAN MİLDON 



NEW HORIZONS IS THE  
TARGET 



MİLLER CTC 

Miller Construction Trade & Consultancy was established by Miller Holding in order to 

evaluate its  experience and accumulation in the international markets, which is more than 

half a century old,  carries out construction, trade and consultancy activities. 

 
Miller CTC in general contracting,  real estate development and project management in  

construction uses business development, strategic management, strategic planning, 

investment,  company partnerships and trading in the field of international distributorship 

of construction  materials and consultancy. 

 
Miller CTC operates in accordance with international norms and based on a trust-based 

principle,  serves different markets, especially in North America and West African 

countries. 



NEW SUCCESS STORIES 



DM INVESTMENT 

Miller Holding has been created DM Investment to establish a global  presence in order to 

have a say in the market. DM Investment, which makes wide-ranging projects in  the field 

of Africa, is experiencing the excitement of writing "success stories" in Africa. 

 
DM Investment is based on a total area of 385,000 square meters with 75,000 square meters 

closed area  in Senegal. Now DM Investment is working on remarkable projects in new 

markets such as undertaking  construction of Africa's largest wholesale market and TIR 

park. 

 
The signatories to the respected and prestigious jobs on the basis of international quality 

standards DM  Investments, aims to contribute to the work to be performed in Turkey's 

economy with alternative  markets. 







Two Giant Projects from  
Turkey to Senegal 



We are building Trade Market and Logistic  
Center of Dakar,Senegal. 



SAFETY FIRST 
IN FUEL DELIVERY 



MİLLER TRANS 

Miller Trans provides 24-hour refuelling service for public institutions, fuel stations and 

military sea, land  and air vehicles in the Istanbul and Çanakkale regions, which also carries 

out important field activities  such as refuelling with a daily carrying capacity of 350.000 

litres. 

 
Miller Trans adopts the principle of "safety first" according to the quality of its work, and all 

the needs of  its customers are reached fastest with its professional staff and equipment. 

Miller Trans stands out with  its quality service due to its equipment used on refuelling that 

requires a highly professional approach. 





Milvest Group is established to conduct contracting activities in West Africa. Milvest Group 
targets to deliver landmark Project in line with Miller signature. 
 
Milvest Group is established in the Democratic Republic of the Kongo and his first landmark 
Project will be the Kinshasa Finance Center. 





İzmir Yolu 10. km. Dardanos 
Kavşağı  17100 Çanakkale 
 
 
www.millerholding.com 


